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Latex cv template

There is no shortage of free LaTeX resume templates on the web. The problem is, many of them can easily confuse Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS) and baffle recruiters. And you don't want any of these to happen, no. What to do then? How about asking a Certified Professional Resume Writer to compile a selection of the best LaTeX resume templates that both look good and will go past filtering bots?
Well, that's exactly what you're going to see. Save hours of work and get a resume like this. Select a template, fill it out. Quick and easy. Choose from 18+ resume templates and download your resume now. Create your RESUME nowWhat users say about ResumeLab:I had an interview yesterday and the first thing they said on the phone was: Wow! I love your resume. PatrickI loves different templates.
Good job guys, keep up the good work! Dylan My previous RESUME was really weak and I used to spend hours adjusting it in Word. Now I can make any changes within minutes. Absolutely wonderful! GeorgeCreate your RESUME nowSee smoke for other types of templates? Check these articles:1. Minimal &amp; CleanThis LaTeX cv template has a minimal classic look. The resume header is divided
into two columns and offers space for the address on a resume. Download it for free here.2. Crisp &amp; ClearWhat makes this LaTeX resume template stand out are extra columns on the pages. The one on the left makes it easy to immediately find all the resume sections, the one on the right makes all the dates stand out. Download it for free here. Expert Tip: What you put on a resume is just as
important as how to order this. A good rule of thumb is to put your experience higher on a CV than your education unless you are a recent graduate.3. Framed EleganceThis resume LaTeX template is a great choice if your RESUME length does not exceed a single page. The subtle framing nicely separates the space for your document's content and requires you to focus on the most important things only.
Download it for free here.4. Marissa Mayer CVA couple of years ago Business Insider published an article that featured a sample CEO resuming Yahoo's Marissa Mayer. This LaTeX resume template is a very good attempt to recreate it. See how much space you have to present your professional experience on a RESUME. Download it for free here. Expert Hint: Our resume builder allows you to quickly
switch between different resume templates. A single click is enough to see what the document will look like using a different layout. Using LaTeX resume templates does not give you that convenience.5. Academic RESUMEAlthough this LaTeX CV template is academic in nature (as the name suggests), you can easily use it to write all kinds of resumes, not just an academic RESUME. Download it for free
here.6. Two ColumnsThis LaTeX resume template follows a two-column resume layout. In this way, you have enough space for your professional experience and for any additional sections, such as certifications on a cv. Download it for for here.7. Classic w/ PhotoThis is one of the classic-looking LaTeX resume templates that offer you an option to include a resume image. It's suitable for both more and
less experienced candidates – all you have to do is change the section order. For beginners, it is recommended to put training on a RESUME closer to the top of the document. Download it for free here.8. Modern Curriculum VitaeThis minimalist LaTeX resume template can easily bleed into more than one page. Mind you though, your RESUME length is important. Check out who might benefit most from
using a two-page resume. Download it for free here. The ResumeLab builder is more than appearance. Get specific content to increase your chances of getting the job. Add job descriptions, bulleted lists, and skills. Easy. Improve your RESUME in our CV builder now. CREATE YOUR CV NOWNail everything with a splash of color, choose a clean font, highlight your skills in just a few clicks. You're the
perfect candidate, and we're going to prove it. Use the ResumeLab builder now.9. Minimal InfographicIf you are searching for the best LaTeX resume templates that contain elements of infographics, this may be of interest to you. Its minimal design and clean appearance make it suitable for those who write their first RESUME without experience, especially if they engage in creative positions. Note that the
hobbies and interests section of a resume uses resume icons exclusively. Download it for free here. Expert Tip: Infographic resume templates are not the best choice if you submit your RESUME via an ATS system. In short, no ATS will be able to interpret the information correctly—and studies show that 99% of Fortune 500 companies use ATSs. To use this type of resume, send it directly to the recruiter's
inbox.10. Blue InfographicThis is the second LaTeX resume template that is based on an infographic. You wouldn't use it to apply for an academic position, but it could be of interest to those who write a computer science resume to pursue a career on a hip start. Download it for free here. Expert Hint: You don't need to install any TeX editing software to be able to edit your LaTeX resume. You can use free
online apps like Overleaf for example.11. Professional CVIt's all in the name-if you search for professional LaTeX CV templates, pay attention to this one. It includes a spacious resume experience section and uses subtle lines to separate different resume sections. Download it for free here. Expert Tip: If you need more LaTeX resume templates, you can also check out Reddit or GitHub—you can find
something of interest there. Also remember that most LaTeX resume templates have MIT license that gives you a lot of freedom.12. Well organizedThis LaTeX template for a resume is easy on the reader's eyes and makes it super easy to quickly identify where each section is. Plus, it offers several options for you to put your on a CV. The introduction of a project section makes it suitable for software
software it free here. Expert tip: Studies show that recruiters scan resumed in search of job titles. Make sure that the titles you've had are clearly visible.13. Colo-redTidy, readable, eye-catching. These three words sum up the look of this LaTeX resume template perfectly. What you get here is a resume quick section up at the top where you can put a spotlight on some of your most prominent achievements
on a RESUME. Download it for free here.14. Two-Column Academic CVThis pure LaTeX CV template is not only suitable for academia, you can easily customize it for general job search purposes. This template makes good use of resume margins and spaces. Download it for free here.15. CV BlueThis LaTeX resume template contains color to highlight the most prominent sections. It is equally appropriate
for students to write a beginner resume as for experienced professionals compiling their management resume. Download it for free here. Double your influence with a matching resume and cover letter combo. Use our cover letter builder and get your application documents popping out. CREATE YOUR COVER LETTER NOWDo you want to try a different look? There's 18 more. A single click will give your
document a total makeover. Select a cover letter template here.16. Awesome Source CVThe last LaTeX resume template on our list gives you a lot of space to present your talents. The resume objective sections range from margin to margin hence great benefit from the space you have. Download it for free here. How did you like our choice of LaTeX resume templates? Do you have any useful tips for
choosing the best one? Let's talk about it in the comments below, and, as always, thanks for reading! A group of resume templates, originally designed by the Rensselaer Career Development Center, is available in LaTeX format. There are two files for each style: a PDF file for viewing with your PDF Viewer (probably Acrobat Reader), and a .tex file (the source) for copying. There are also some examples of
cover letters. Once you have viewed all the formats and selected one (or more) you like, download the corresponding tex file(s) to your computer and replace the text that is there with your own information. Note: The templates use a resume class called travel. If you don't already have the res.cls file on your system, you can download it using the link below. You can put this file in the same folder as the .tex
file you use for your resume. The templates use the default Computer Modern fonts. You may prefer to use a font like Helvetica or New Century Schoolbook instead. The .tex files contain comments that show you how to do this. The necessary files for the New Century Schoolbook are available on your system, but if you decide to use Helvetica, you need to download (from the link below) the file
helvetica.sty. Cv and letter template files First view the different styles by clicking on the .pdf files in the left column. To download a corresponding tex files, right-click name, select Save Target Target and navigate to the location on your computer where you want to store it. Academic and Research Computing, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI), 110 8th St., Troy, NY 12180 - 3590 Last modified
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